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Pattern Correction: Bishop #3
These corrections only apply to the revised Bishop pattern
released in August 2017. If your pattern was printed prior
to 2017, your pattern is in a paper printed envelope. The
revised version has navy and aqua branding and the image
as seen here.

Instruction
1. T
 he X’s were not included on the short puff sleeve piece
in the first printing of the new Bishop pattern. Start and
stop your gathering threads 1” from the underarm seam.

Cover - Fabric Requirements
1. T
 he fabric requirements for a size 2 with 60” wide fabric
should read 1 ¾. This error may be found on some of
the covers from the first printing; however, many were
corrected with a sticker.
2. If you do not have right amount of fabric you can try to
flip your pieces if your fabric does not have a nap, but you
will still need 1/3 yard for short sleeves.
3. R
 educe fullness in dress front & back by moving piece
over fold/selvage up to 1” to get pieces to fit side by side
4. Buy another 3/4 yard of fabric for one dress length.

Pattern
1. R
 evised armband lengths for the short sleeve finished with a bias band. Cut armband using same width and
revised armband lengths below. These lengths include seam allowances.
Size
New Armband
Lengths

NB

3m

6m

12m

18m

2

3

4

5

6

6 1/2"

7"

7 1/2"

8"

8 1/4"

8 1/2"

9"

9 1/2"

10"

10 1/4"

How to Determine Which Pattern Version You Have
As we find printing errors, we will make corrections to the subsequent printings of covers, instructions and
patterns. We began including trackable version codes with the newly branded pattern covers and patterns
with the navy and aqua branding. Make sure to check the version number for the item specified as the covers,
instructions and patterns are all printed separately. Patterns released prior to the navy and aqua branding like
those in the top pink band or paper envelopes do not have a code to track versions.
For covers, the version code is found on the back cover at the bottom. There will be a code like “CC3S-1”. The last
number, in this case 1, is the version of the cover. In this example, this is the first printing of the cover. From time
to time, we may apply a sticker to the covers to fix an error between printings.
For instructions, the same version code is found in the bottom right-hand corner of each instruction page. Each
sheet can be updated separately, so check each page.
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